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Bonastre Pro

BONASTRE PRO (OPTIONAL)
PRO 0 BLACK, PRO 3 YELLOW and PRO 4 GRAY, 
They are optional for those who are looking for a 
shine incredible mirror

You can also use them in granite or quartz lands, 
but heavy machines and a little more practice are 
required. That is, anyone can do it but with training.

With BONASTRE PRO you can recover the new look 
of a soil very easily and without risk of spoiling the 
marble. Obtaining a spectacular professional finish is 
available to anyone. No experience is required. Elimi-
nate scratches and stains of acid type with different 
types of equipment: low speed polishing, manual po-
lisher and scrubber, all of them achieving an incredible 
mirror brightness using only water.

PRO 0 PRO 1 PRO 2 PRO 3 PRO 4

Easy system for soil restoration. Spectacular
Bright mirror in just 4 steps.

Characteristics
Available in any way.
Easy system
To clean and polish.
Spectacular lasting mirror brightness.
Even non-slip glitter in wet.
It even eliminates stains of acids.
It does not hit the ground.
Only with water
Ease of use.
Eco friendly, without chemicals.
With rotary or scrubber.
Low cost

Packaging and Marking
The discs come packaged individually and marked 
with their size, color, supplier and product name on 
the back.

Duration in marble floors and terrazzo
Rotary, glossy. (Abrillantat) 400 to 1000 m2.

Scrubber Large areas +1,000 to 2,000 m2.
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User manual
In normal conditions, we will start with the PRO1 Roig and if there are deep scratches or acidic stains, we 
will start with the PRO 0 Black.

Add water and make a minimum of 3-4 crossed passes, aspire and repeat if necessary in each one of the 
PRO. If necessary, take more passes.

Repeat the process with the Pro 1 3 crossed passes, aspire and then do 3-4 passes with Pro 2. Then you 
have two options to polish the ground: Fast method with the Duo disc to make a quick glow or if you want 
to get a maximum polish to follow with the yellow and green Pad.

For the maintenance of surfaces with high traffic We recommend using Bonastre Duo.
With this disc it will maintain a high level of brightness without damaging or destroying the surface, being 
the most suitable for high traffic areas.

By corners, steps or inaccessible areas There is the Polibrill drill kit.

Floor Restoration

Terrazzo ok

Marble ok

Granite ok (do you need novagranit)

Limestone ok

Ceramic tiles X

Vinyl/Plastic/
Linoleum/PVC

X

Epoxy/Acrylic X

Porceline tiles X

Concrete ok

floors where can I use Bonastre Pro?

Bonastre Pro


